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2013–2014 ColleCtion

We are a los Angeles based design and production company  
that collaborates with the most established and emerging  
national & international designers to create inspiring decorative 
objects for the living environment.

Alongside such talented designers as tord Boontje, Hella  
Jongerius and the Campana brothers, we continue to explore 
vibrant, colorful ways of expressing compelling ideas and  
bringing delight and discovery to everyday design.
 
this season Artecnica introduces 2 new designs that continue 
our exploration of transforming and innovating through light  
and color. the new collection debuts work by new collaborator 
Julie Richoz and Hlynur Atlason.

Artecnica is committed to considering and implementing issues 
of environmental sustainability and responsible manufacturing. 
Products are often made with recycled materials and transported 
in easy-ship flat packages to help reduce our carbon footprint. 
our Design with Conscience® program also works with artisan 
communities in developing countries to produce unique  
handcrafted objects that reflect indigenous skills.

this humanitarian approach supports shared work and profit 
across borders, cultures, races, and religions. Here again, design 
acts as a catalyst for change, providing an opportunity to help 
transform the global landscape.

We hope you enjoy the new and the current collection!

los Angeles, California
info@artecnica.com 
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2013–14 GloBAl outReACH

GloBAl outReACH

los AnGeles, usA 
tahmineh Javanbakht &  
enrico Bressan Art Direction

los AnGeles, usA 
DWC Artisan Center 
Homeboy industries

neW YoRK CitY, usA 
Rich Brilliant Willing Designers 
Karl Zahn Designer 
Hlynur Atlason Designer
studio lin Designer

GuAteMAlA CitY,  
GuAteMAlA 
DWC Artisan Center  
transglass

liMA, PeRu 
DWC Artisan Center 
Beads & Pieces

sAn PAolo, BRAsil 
Fernando & Humberto  
Campana Designers

Rio De JAneiRo, BRAsil 
DWC Artisan Center 
Come Rain Come shine

GoA/BoMBAY, inDiA 
Manufacturing Center

HAnoi, VietnAM 
Dwc Artisan Center 
transneomatic

HonG KonG, CHinA 
Manufacturing Center

tHe netHeRlAnDs 
Paula Arntzen Designer  
Hella Jongerius Designer

stoCKHolM, sWeDen 
Clara Von Zweigbergk Designer

lonDon, uK 
tord Boontje &  
emma Woffenden Designers 
stephen Johnson Designer

CoPenHAGen, DenMARK 
Amanda Betz Designer

lAusAnne, sWitZeRlAnD 
Julie Richoz Designer

toKYo, JAPAn 
Yusuke oono Designer
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A1

An initiative to manufacture and produce products in  
accordance with humanitarian and environmentally friendly 
principles, founded by Artecnica in 2002.

Artecnica had invited talented designers of international 
fame to contribute new ideas to an ever expanding design 
collection and to team them with artisans in need around 
the world, invigorating commerce and assisting surrounding 
communities.

the mission is to promote self-sustaining communities of 
talented artisans in underdeveloped countries. the model is 
simple: the value of artisan-made goods has always been  
appreciated. But with the globalization of trade, village  
artisans have become divorced from their traditional markets, 
insulating them from the potential demand for their craft.

our objective is to avoid the mechanization of the artisan, 
which devalues his work and undermines the project from 
both a design and an economic standpoint. in accomplishing 
these goals they try to avoid the assembly line production, 
exploitation of third world labor, and displacement of workers 
that often result from monopoly-oriented marketing  
organizations with global reach.

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Homeboy tote Bags  Page a4–a9 
Beads and Pieces  Page a10–15
transglass®  Page a16–a23
Come Rain Come shine  Page a24–a27
transneomatic  Page a28–a31
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A4 A5

Artecnica is proud to present its most provocative Design  
with Conscience™ project to date in collaboration with the graphic 
design firm studio lin: Homeboy tote Bags. the canvas totes  
feature original calligraphy created and screen printed by ex-gang  
members in los Angeles with resources provided by Homeboy  
industries, the largest gang intervention program in the us  
offering ex-gang members at-risk youth (12,000 a year) an  
opportunity for a second chance. 

Features: Totes come in 5 different illustrations, each bag  
with its inspirational quote and color / Material: Cotton Canvas

Homeboy tote Bags
Design by Studio Artecnica and Studio Lin

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Homeboy tote Bags
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2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Homeboy tote Bags
2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Homeboy tote Bags
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notHinG stoPs  
A Bullet  

liKe A JoB 
W 13.5 in / 35 cm 
H 14.5 in / 37 cm

F3006nGCt0

iF You HAnG ARounD  
tHe BARBeRsHoP You’ll 
enD uP WitH A HAiRCut 

W 13.5 in / 35 cm 
H 14.5 in / 37 cm

F3006iPCt0

CoMPAssion  
tuRns eneMies  

into Allies 
W 13.5 in / 35 cm 
H 14.5 in / 37 cm

F3006CGCt0 

We’Re A WHole lot  
MoRe tHAn tHe WoRst  

We’Ve eVeR Done 
W 13.5 in / 35 cm 
H 14.5 in / 37 cm

F3006WtCt0

HARDWoRK  
is eAsieR tHAn  

HARDtiMe
W 13.5 in / 35 cm 
H 14.5 in / 37 cm

F3006HWCt0 

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Homeboy tote Bags
2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Homeboy tote Bags
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Beads & Pieces, a Design With Conscience project, is a four-
piece ceramic collection designed by Hella Jongerius. Artisans 
located in the primary coca leaf-growing region of Peru handcraft 
the collection. With the help of Aid to Artisans, a non-profit orga-
nization that provides practical assistance to artisans worldwide, 
Artecnica offers an alternative economic reality to the people 
of this dangerous and oppressed area. With its black ceramic 
embellished with delicate pink beading, Beads & Pieces is classic 
Jongerius. Ceramic floral bouquets and wooden beads add to  
the artful juxtaposition of elements. Beads & Pieces’ handcrafted 
and socially responsible origins are apparent in its design. the 
ceramists’ workmanship is seen in the graceful curves of the 
black ceramic, a traditional Peruvian pottery technique. some 
motifs from the indigenous shipibo tribe are also incorporated 
into the beading.

Features: Food-safe / Material: Ceramics

Beads and Pieces
Design by Hella Jongerius

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Beads and Pieces
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2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Beads and Pieces
2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Beads and Pieces
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Bottle
Ø 9 in / 23 cm
H 18 in / 46 cm

F1527stBK0

MeDiuM BoWl
Ø 9.25 in / 23.5 cm

H 6 in / 15 cm

F1529stBK0

sMAll BoWl
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm
H 5 in / 13 cm 

F1530stBK0

lARGe BoWl
Ø 16 in / 41 cm
H 11 in / 28 cm

F1528stBK0

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Beads and Pieces
2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Beads and Pieces
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transglass® is included in the permanent collection of  
MoMA new York. since its launch, transglass® has become 
one of Artecnica’s best-selling items. With its recycled  
origins and sleek, fluid design, transglass® conveys a positive 
attitude towards the environment, affirmed as an Artecnica 
Design With Conscience project. With the help of Aid to  
Artisans, a non-profit organization providing assistance to 
artisans worldwide, Artecnica collaborated with Guatemalan 
craftsmen to bring emma Woffenden and tord Boontje’s  
designs to the market. Combining old-world craftsmanship 
and sophisticated design, each transglass® vessel is  
a unique, one-of-a-kind piece.

Material: Recycled glass bottle

transglass®
Design by Emma Woffenden and Tord Boontje

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transglass®
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2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transglass®
2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transglass®
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4 GlAss, 
PolisHeD (set / 4) 

Ø 2.15 in / 5 .5 cm
H 3.3 in / 8 .5 cm

F5016AsPl0

JuG, 
PolisHeD & sAtin

Ø 3 in / 7.5 cm
H 11 in / 28 cm

F5009AsPl0
F5009Asst0

tuMBleR 4 (set / 4),
PolisHeD & sAtin
liDDeD CARAFe,  
PolisH & sAtin 
Ø 3 in / 7.5 cm
H 3 in / 7.5 cm
Ø 3 in / 7.5 cm

H 9.5 in / 24 cm

F5022AsPl0
F5021AsPl0
F5021Asst0

VAse 1,
PolisHeD & sAtin

Ø 3 in / 7.5 cm
  H 9.5 in / 24 cm

F5010AsPl0
F5010Asst0

BeAK VAse, 
PolisHeD & sAtin

Ø 3 in / 7.5 cm
H 12 in / 30.5 cm

F5012AsPl0
F5012Asst0

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transglass®
2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transglass®
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2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transglass®
2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transglass®

tWo Hole VAse, 
PolisHeD & sAtin

Ø 3 in / 7.5 cm
H 8.5 in / 22 cm 

F5024AsPl0
F5024Asst0

Cut VAse,  
PolisHeD & sAtin

Ø 3.5 in / 9 cm
H 12 in / 30.5 cm

F5013AsPl0
F5013Asst0

DouBle VAse,  
PolisHeD & sAtin

Ø 3 in / 7.5 cm
H 14.5 in / 36.5 cm 

F5015AsPl0
F5015Asst0

CARAFe,  
PolisHeD & sAtin
Ø 3.25 in / 8 .5 cm
H 8.5 in / 22 cm 

F5014AsPl0
F5014Asst0

CAnDleHolDeR, 
PolisHeD & sAtin

Ø 3.5 in / 7.5 cm
H 12.5 in / 32 cm

F5025AsPl0
F5025Asst0

CHAMPAGne DisH, 
PolisHeD & sAtin
l 11.75 in / 30 cm

H 1.5 in / 4 cm

F5027AsPl0
F5027Asst0
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Come Rain Come shine is tord Boontje’s lyrical reinterpretation  
of the chandelier, bringing playful sophistication to any  
surrounding. Constructed from a round metal structure, the  
chandelier froths and preens in a handcrafted concoction  
of crocheted cotton, organza, silk and fabric flowers, casting  
a dramatic and mysterious glow when lit. Come Rain Come  
shine adds a touch of playful sophistication to any surrounding. 
once lit, it casts a dramatic and mysterious glow.

60 watt halogen light bulb included

Come Rain Come shine
Design by Studio Tord Boontje

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Come Rain Come shine

Come Rain Come shine is  
produced through Coopa-
Roca, a women’s cooperative 
based in Rio de Janeiro’s  
largest shantytown, employing  
humanitarian values and 
artisan production methods 
consistent with Artecnica’s 
DW/C campaign. By using their 
homes as workshops, coop- 
erative members earn a  
living while tending to their 
children and other domestic 
responsibilities. in addition  
to extending livelihood  
opportunities, Coopa-Roca’s 
commitment to world-class 
craftwork has enhanced  
the self-esteem of women in  
this impoverished neighbor-
hood.
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Multi ColoR,
sMAll

Ø 15.5 in / 40 cm
H 35.5 in / 90 cm

MeDiuM 
Ø 23.5 in / 60 cm
H 51 in / 130 cm

lARGe 
Ø 30 in / 76 cm
H 65 in / 165 cm

F8422MCsF0 
F8424MCMF0 
F8420MClF0

BlACK, 
sMAll 

Ø 15.5 in / 40 cm
H 35.5 in / 90 cm

MeDiuM 
Ø 23.5 in / 60 cm
H 51 in / 130 cm

lARGe 
Ø 30 in / 76 cm
H 65 in / 165 cm

F8423BKsF0
F8425BKMF0
F8421BKlF0

WHite,
sMAll 

Ø 15.5 in / 40 cm
H 35.5 in / 90 cm

MeDiuM 
Ø 23.5 in / 60 cm
H 51 in / 130 cm

lARGe 
Ø 30 in / 76 cm
H 65 in / 165 cm

F8434WHsF0
F8433WHMF0
F8432WHlF0

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Come Rain Come shine
2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

Come Rain Come shine
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transneomatic is a conceptually innovative container  
bowl crafted from a repurposed scooter tire and natural  
wicker. each tire is thoroughly steam-cleaned and finished  
in an eco-friendly sealant. transneomatic comes with an  
optional handwoven hemp cover that slips over its rubber  
base. each piece is packaged in a reusable drawstring tote.

Features: Hemp tire cover, recycled cotton and silk bag
Material: Reused rubber tire, bamboo and rattan

transneomatic
Design by Estudio Campana

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transneomatic

transneomatic is designed by 
estudio Campana and handcrafted 
by skilled artisans from rural 
Vietnam. through Vietnamese 
non-profit organization Craft link, 
Artecnica collaborated with Hai 
tai rattan weavers and Hmong 
women weavers to create each 
piece. Disadvantaged Vietnamese 
youths were also enlisted to  
assemble the totes, providing 
them with artisan training and a 
framework by which they could 
establish sustainable livelihoods. 
A true Design w/Conscience®  
collaboration, transneomatic  
is an environmentally aware and 
socially conscious piece from 
concept to execution, transform-
ing an aesthetic vision into an 
economically viable solution for 
Vietnam’s artisan communities.
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sMAll BoWl
Ø 16.5 in / 42 cm
  H 4 in / 10.5 cm 

F1532stnt0

lARGe BoWl
Ø 22 in / 56 cm
H 3 in / 7.5 cm 

F1531stnt0

2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transneomatic
2013–14 DesiGn W/ConsCienCe

transneomatic
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2013–14 liGHtinGs 2013–14 liGHtinGs

360 light–Deep Jungle Page B4-B9
Yorky Page B10–B15
Kiss  Page B16–B19
shayk  Page B20–B25
Bright side lights  Page B26–B31 
Globe  Page B32–B37
surprise surprise  Page B38–B41 
tangle  Page B42–B45
Garland  Page B46–B49
la Couronne  Page B50–B53 
Phrena Collection  Page B54–B63
Midsummer light  Page B64–B69
trianon  Page B70–B77
icarus  Page B78–B81
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360 light - Deep Jungle
n e W

the 360 Collection, designed by Japanese architect Yusuke oono, represents a new vision in 
epic story telling based on traditional book craftsmanship, where the single two-dimensional 
pages are suddenly combined into a rich and imaginative 3D landscape by the use of laser 
technology.  the boundary of the 2D page is then overcome and a simple booklet unveils a 
whole story at one glance in a carousel format. several interacting characters are featured in 
a dynamic sequence of events through time and space in a context that is both surprisingly 
universal and personal.

A luxuriant and majestic nature is literally and metaphorically brought to light in this imagina-
tive lampshade where a variety of animals enjoy active lives and interact in their natural habi-
tat. Finely executed in ivory colored bound paper with intricate but delicate laser cut patterns 
with a subtle smoked edge.

Material: Paper, PET

360 light - Deep Jungle
Design by Yusuke Oono

B4 B5
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360 light - Deep Jungle
n e W

2013–14 liGHtinGs

360 light - Deep Jungle
n e W

B6 B7



2013–14 liGHtinGs

360 light - Deep Jungle
n e W

2013–14 liGHtinGs

360 light - Deep Jungle
n e W

toP Di 9” (23 CM)     
loW Di 15” (38 CM)      

H 10.5” (26.5 CM)

F8471WHMP0

B8 B9
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Yorky

First time collaborator, Hlynur Atlason, a new York based de-
signer has designed Yorky—a versatile light that inhabits a dimen-
sion between the familiar and the foreign. While its sculptural 
and whimsical shape evokes memories of an animal-like creature, 
Yorky is a very versatile and practical light that can sit or lay on 
a table at different angles to illuminate varied surfaces or hang 
from its leash on a wall. Whether a reflector bulb, an energy sav-
ing fluorescent or a classic edison bulb is used, Yorky’s wide coni-
cal shape accommodates a variety of bulbs for different applica-
tions. “Yorky’s purpose is beholden to its owner: As a companion 
in everyday adventures, a fixture on a wall or sitting on a shelf 
with discipline and poise.” Made of silicone, Yorky is safe, flexible, 
and comes in three playful colors: white, yellow and pink.

Material: Glass

Yorky
Design by Hlynur Atlason
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Yorky
2013–14 liGHtinGs

Yorky
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Yorky
2013–14 liGHtinGs

Yorky

YelloW
H 10 in / 23 cm
  W 7 in / 18 cm 
l 7 in / 18 cm

F8470WHsi0

WHite
H 10 in / 23 cm
  W 7 in / 18 cm 
l 7 in / 18 cm

F8470Yesi0

PinK
H 10 in / 23 cm
  W 7 in / 18 cm 
l 7 in / 18 cm

F8470PKsi0
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Kiss is a 10” light shade manufactured in an industrial glass 
making factory utilizing an assortment of ancient glass-crafting 
techniques such as: pressed glass, blown glass and mirrorizing 
finishes. each shade is made of complex components yet  
creating a large harmonious glowing sphere, which produces both 
an upward and downward light distribution. the upper portion of 
the sphere features an intricate overlay of diamond shaped and 
ribbed patterns in clear glass while the lower portion features a 
sleek and sensuous metallized reflector that appears silver on 
the outside with a hidden golden glow on the inside. Designed 
by english artist stephen Johnson in his third collaboration with 
Artecnica, the versatile Kiss can be used both as a stylish  
pendant and as a stunning table light.

Material: Glass

Kiss
Design by Stephen Johnson

2013–14 liGHtinGs

Kiss
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Kiss

Ø 9.8 in / 25 cm
H 8 in / 20 cm

F8469sGGl0

2013–14 liGHtinGs

Kiss
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A first time collaborator, the avant-garde Danish architect/designer, Amanda 
Betz has created a beautiful and intricate lamp employing a complex industrial 
and handcrafted process which has become the hallmark of Artecnica’s 
elaborate and awarded lighting collection. Betz was inspired to create shayk 
by the shapes and shadows in the main mosque of isfahan near the childhood 
home of Artecnica’s co-founder and creative director tahmineh Javanbakht. 
the mosque, sheikh lotfollah, a marvel of islamic and safavid architecture is 
known for its intricate and honeycomb-like patterns on its dome-shaped ceiling 
along with ceramic grilled windows that allow the light to filter from above.  
the shadows and patterns that shayk projects on the surrounding walls  
are dazzling and as pleasing to the eye as the lamp itself. shayk a 24” wide  
by 9” high lamp is made of a high tech synthetic paper for the shade construction 
and in high temperature Pet for the light holder fixture. this pendant light is 
made of a single, technically complex yet simple module that can be assembled 
into several different shapes, making it very versatile and suitable for all  
kind of interiors.

Material: Polypropylene/Polyethylene 

shayk
Design by Amanda Betz

2013–14 liGHtinGs

shayk
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

shayk
2013–14 liGHtinGs

shayk
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

shayk

Ø 24 in / 60 cm
H 9 in / 23 cm

F8468WHPP0

2013–14 liGHtinGs

shayk
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Bright side lights

Designed by new York-based trio Rich Brilliant Willing, Bright 
side lights personifies a message of optimism through design 
and function. the cast glass pendants are durable, recyclable, 
and can be used as a hanging pendant lamp, or laid on their  
sides as a table lamp. the Bright side molds are cut directly from 
virtual models and are a striking modern form realized by an 
ancient medium of glass work. Different messages are embossed 
on each lamp, which perfectly sum up the vision, purpose, and 
design of each light, that “in the right light, at the right time,  
everything is extraordinary.”

Material: Glass

Bright side lights
Design by Rich, Brilliant,Willing
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Bright side lights
2013–14 liGHtinGs

Bright side lights
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Bright side lights

in tHe RiGHt liGHt 
- WHite sAtin

Ø 5.75 in / 15 cm
H 7 in / 18 cm

F8462CsGl0

in tHe RiGHt liGHt 
- CleAR

Ø 5.75 in / 15 cm
H 7 in / 18 cm

F8462FlGl0

liGHt WitHout DARKness 
- WHite sAtin

Ø 6.5 in / 16.5 cm
H 6 in / 17 cm

F8460CsGl0

liGHt WitHout DARKness 
- CleAR

Ø 6.5 in / 16.5 cm
H 6 in / 17 cm

F8460FlGl0

BRiGHt siDe oF liFe 
- WHite sAtin
Ø 8 in / 20 cm

H 4.75 in / 14.5 cm

F8461CsGl0

BRiGHt siDe oF liFe 
- CleAR

Ø 8 in / 20 cm
H 4.75 in / 14.5 cm

F8461FlGl0

2013–14 liGHtinGs

Bright side lights
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Combining the sleek look of clear glass and the precious 
appearance of plated metal, tord Boontje, a celebrated 
designer and the head of Product Design Department at 
the Royal College of Art has created a new light that is born 
reminiscent of museum glass cases that preserve samples of 
luxurious, exotic vegetation found in remote, pristine jungles. 
A new etched metal tangle was specifically designed to be 
encased in the Globe to achieve both an exotic natural ap-
pearance and levels of high light reflectivity. the Globe and 
the tangle can also be used individually; while the Globe can 
also be used in conjunction with any Garland.

Material: Glass

Globe
Design by Studio Tord Boontje

2013–14 liGHtinGs

Globe
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Globe
2013–14 liGHtinGs

Globe
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2012–2013 liGHtinGs

Globe
2013–14 liGHtinGs

Globe

GloBe
Ø 10 in / 25.5 cm

H 9 in / 23 cm

tAnGle GloBe, 
BRAss & silVeR
Ø 10 in / 25.5 cm

H 9 in / 23 cm

GARlAnD GloBe,
BRAss & silVeR
WHite & BlACK
Ø 10 in / 25.5 cm

H 9 in / 23 cm
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the quintessential gift with a surrealistic and familiar appearance 
designed to make you smile, feel a little joy or may be evoke a 
few memories of past birthdays and perfect valentines. it takes 
inspiration from how light can be used to create an array of won-
derful emotions to experience, beyond just enabling us to see. 
Available in a more subdued white opalescent finish.

Material: Polyethylene

surprise surprise
Design by Stephen Johnson

2013–14 liGHtinGs

surprise surprise
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

surprise surprise

WHite
Ø 20 in / 51 cm
H 6 in / 15 cm

F8466WHPt0

2013–14 liGHtinGs

surprise surprise
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tangle is made from a continuous metal strand that is 
wrapped around a light bulb and mesmerizes the eye with its 
delicately etched and diverse floral patterns that reminisce 
luscious and rich forests. With a simple clip, tangle secures 
to the base of a bulb and may be shaped into practically any 
form. intertwine multiple tangle to create larger shades.

Features: UL Listed / Material: Steel

tangle
Design by Studio Tord Boontje

2013–14 liGHtinGs

tangle
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

tangle

BRAss
Ø 7 in / 18 cm
H 10 in / 25 cm

F8464BRPl0

silVeR
Ø 7 in / 18 cm
H 10 in / 25 cm

F8463slPl0

2013–14 liGHtinGs

tangle
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Garland, hailed by all design enthusiasts as the future classic, 
mesmerizes with its delicately etched floral patterns. Garland is 
made from a continuous metal strand that is wrapped around  
a light bulb while with a simple clip, Garland secures to the base 
of a bulb and may be shaped into practically any form. intertwine 
multiple Garlands to create larger shades. Garland is included  
in the permanent collection of MoMA new York and the  
Victoria and Albert Museum london. 

Features: UL Listed / Material: Steel

Garland
Design by Studio Tord Boontje

2013–14 liGHtinGs

Garland
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Garland
2013–14 liGHtinGs

Garland

BlACK
Ø 7 in / 18 cm
H 10 in / 25 cm

F8403BCPl0

WHite
Ø 7 in / 18 cm
H 10 in / 25 cm

F8415WCPl0

silVeR
Ø 7 in / 18 cm
H 10 in / 25 cm

F8402ssPl0

BRAss
Ø 7 in / 18 cm
H 10 in / 25 cm

F8403BRPl0
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la Couronne, the crown, is an airy chandelier masterfully  
designed from two pieces of thin copper foil material.  
the reflective vertical strips around the two-tier lamp luminously 
display a burst of color and dimension, as its bulbous shape  
resembles the splendid chandeliers of stunning palace ceilings.

Material: Copper laminated polypropylene for shade,  
Steel for light holder

la Couronne
Design by Paula Arntzen

2013–14 liGHtinGs

la Couronne
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

la Couronne
2013–14 liGHtinGs

la Couronne

Ø 24 in / 60 cm
H 16 in / 40.5 cm

F8459CPPP0
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Phrena
Phrena 2
square Phrena

Phrena Collection
Design by Karl Zahn

2013–14 liGHtinGs

Phrena Collection

Material: Tyvek for shades, Steel for light holders and stand
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Phrena Collection
2013–14 liGHtinGs

Phrena Collection
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2013–14 liGHtinGs

Phrena Collection

PHRenA 2 
Ø 14.5 in / 36 cm

  H 12 in / 30 cm (without stand)
H 21 in / 53 cm (with stand)

F8456WHtY0
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Phrena Collection
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Phrena Collection

PHRenA
Ø 21 in / 53 cm
H 13 in / 33 cm

F8454WHtY0
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Phrena Collection
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Phrena Collection

squARe PHRenA
Ø 28 in / 71 cm
H 18 in / 46 cm

F8467WHtY0
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Phrena Collection
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Cascading layers of dazzling forest creatures and foliage, 
tord Boontje’s Midsummer light adds an enchanting glow to 
any room. Midsummer light is constructed from two layers 
of cut tyvek, a super-resistant paper material, draped over 
a protective heat-blocking cone. the recipient of multiple 
design awards and featured in countless leading publication

Features: UL Listed
Material: Tyvek, Polyethylene

Midsummer light
Design by Studio Tord Boontje

2013–14 liGHtinGs

Midsummer light
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Midsummer light

Ø 18 in / 46 cm
H 30 in / 76 cm

F8404WWMP0
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Midsummer light
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Midsummer light
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Grand trianon  
Petit trianon

Material: Tyvek for shade, Steel for light holder

trianon
Design by Paula Arntzen

2013–14 liGHtinGs

trianon
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trianon
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trianon



named after the palace of King louis XiV, Grand trianon is a  
large, lightweight chandelier made of post-consumer coated 
tyvek. When lit up, the Grand trianon emits a soft check-
erboard glow from behind its surface of folded slits. the 
impressive size and surface texture are a modern reference 
to the opulent decor found in France’s Palace of Versailles. 
“everything about the art and architecture of the Versailles 
is made with the greatest intensity. that inspired me to start 
this collection of lamps.”

B74 B75
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trianon
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trianon

GRAnD tRiAnon
Ø 23 in / 58 cm
H 28 in / 71 cm

F8457WHtY0



the Petit trianon is a smaller, detailed version of Arntzen’s 
Grand trianon. it features identical texture, pattern, and  
soft checkerboard glow. “Both lights are a result of a unique 
experience i had at the Palace of Versailles combined with 
my love for this elegant material” Made of tyvek, a post- 
consumer coated plastic material, the striking sizes of the 
Grand trianon and Petit trianon are quieted by the  
delicate nature of tyvek material.

B76 B77
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trianon
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trianon

Petit tRiAnon
Ø 14 in / 35.5 cm
H 22 in / 56 cm

F8458WHtY0
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Poetic, lightweight and immaculately white, icarus reminds  
us of the human aspiration to flight: a link between us and the  
celestial light. Constructed from multiple layers of extruded  
polyester cut to resemble a bird’s wing, icarus casts an  
unforgettable silhouette

Material: Polyethylene

icarus
Design by Studio Tord Boontje

2013–14 liGHtinGs

icarus
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icarus

Ø 16.5 in / 42 cm
H 30 in / 75 cm

F8426WHPe0
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360 Booklet - in a Cheese
n e W

2013–14 ACCessoRies

A fantastic story booklet of ingenious and fervently restless mice inhabiting a 
carved out swiss cheese unfold into an intriguing mobile or sculpture that can 
inspire anybody’s imagination.

Material: Paper, String, Hanging device

360 Booklet - in a Cheese
Design by Yusuke Oono
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360 Booklet - sweet Home 
n e W

A charming and idyllic indoor and outdoor landscape appears as one discovers 
swings, picket fences, pets, family, gardens, and familiar house tools in this quint-
essential, sculptural representation of the much loved “home, sweet home!”

Material: Paper, String, Hanging device

360 Booklet - sweet Home
Design by Yusuke Oono
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sWeet HoMe
CloseD: H 4 in / 10 cm

  W 8.5 in / 21.5 cm 
l 6 .5 in / 16.5 cm

oPen: Di 8 in / 20 cm
  H 4 in / 10 cm 

F9188YeMP0

in A CHeese
CloseD: H 4 in / 10 cm

  W 8.5 in / 21.5 cm 
l 6 .5 in / 16.5 cm

oPen: Di 8 in / 20 cm
  H 4 in / 10 cm 

F9189PGMP0
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360 Booklet
n e W

2013–14 ACCessoRies

360 Booklet
n e W
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tHAlie

swiss based designer & first time collaborator Julie Richoz, has created thalie, 
a collection of containers made of flat sheet metal held together by a very fine 
thread of metal wire securing each strip together revealing the beauty of how 
minimalistic the concept is. “i was inspired by handcrafts like crochet or knitting, 
i approximated the characteristic of the metal sheet close to a textile quality. the 
specific industrial process allowed me to cut a sheet of steel in a very precise 
and fine manner in order to produce my patterns” Available in silver finish in 3 dif-
ferent sizes of pre-assembled shapes of a plate, a fruit bowl and a bread basket.

Material: Etched metal

thalie
Design by Julie Richoz / ECAL
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tHAlie

lARGe BoWl
H 4.75 in / 12 cm
  W 11 in / 28 cm 
l 9.5 in / 24 cm

F1542slst0

sMAll BoWl
H 4 in / 10 cm

  W 8.5 in / 21.5 cm 
l 6 .5 in / 16.5 cm

F1541slst0

DisH
H 1.5 in / 4 cm

  W 9.25 in / 23.5 cm 
l 9.25 in / 23.5 cm

F1540slst0
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Mono, the fourth addition to the themis Mobile collection, designed by the 
stockholm native graphic designer Clara Von Zweigbergk is vastly different than 
any other mobile of its kind. Mono is a large 12” wide singular dodecahedron, 
a twelve-sided geometric shape, composed of different colors on each of its 
surfaces. Due to its sophistication and playfulness, Mono can appeal to both an 
adult and young audience by becoming either the accent piece of any interior  
or by inspiring the study of geometrical shapes. the colors ranging from pastels to 
bright fluorescents, from warm to cool hues, were all carefully handpicked by Clara 
in her creative process, which she describes as “intuition and the way the colors 
work in contrast to one another.” the harmonious play of colors further enhanced 
by the faceted nature of the geometry of Mono that allows each individual color  
to appear in four different shades. Mono comes in a 2D package and is easily  
assembled into its 3D format. Place it on the side table, hang it individually or in  
a cluster from the ceiling.

Material: Wood free paper

themis Mono
Design by Clara von Zweigbergk

2013–14 ACCessoRies

themis Mono
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themis Mono
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themis Mono

Ø 12 in / 30 cm
H 12 in / 30 cm

F9185MCMP0
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themis Mono
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themis Mono
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themis

themis Mobile
themis trio
themis prism

Material: Wood free paper

themis
Design by Clara von Zweigbergk
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themis
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themis

tHeMis MoBile 
Ø 16 in / 41 cm
H 27 in / 43 cm

F9182MCMP0

themis Mobile  
is a delicate, geometric  
décor piece composed of 
five faceted ornaments, 
each with its own distinct 
palette of color: fluorescent 
neons, purples and browns. 
As designer Clara von 
Zweigbergk was inspired  
by the geometric design  
of polyhedra.
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themis

tHeMis tRio
Ø 24 in / 64 cm
H 24 in / 64 cm

F9183MCMP0

themis trio
features a juxtaposition of 
neon and muted colorways, 
furthering her signature 
color pairings seen across 
three Artecnica products: 
themis i, Bloom Cards,  
and themis trio.
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themis

tHeMis PRisM 
Ø 16 in / 41 cm
H 27 in / 43 cm

F9184MCMP0

themis Prism 
is the 3rd addition in  
the themis Mobile series  
designed by Clara von 
Zweigbergk who was inspired 
by the geometric design of 
polyedra. A delicate, geometric 
décor piece composed of five 
faceted ornaments, each  
with its own distinct palette  
of color: salmon, beige,  
green, balck and gold.
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Flora

larger than life, Flora’s vine-like metal garland is an arresting  
architectural element. Crafted from 1/8” sheet metal, Flora  
can be twisted and turned to form your favorite arrangement,  
and is easily suspended by wire cable. suitable for indoor  
and outdoor use, Flora is designed to slowly tarnish over time,  
giving it an elegant, antique luster. in addition to copper,  
Flora is now available in stainless steel.

Material: Stainless Steel or Copper

Flora
Design by Studio Tord Boontje
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BRusHeD steel ,
MiRRoReD steel ,

CoPPeR
l 144 in / 360 cm

F7311stst0
F7310MRst0
F7310CPPl0

2013–14 ACCessoRies

Flora
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Flora
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until Dawn Curtain

elaborate flora-and-fauna panels play with light, creating  
intriguing shadows and textures in any environment, as a curtain, 
screen, or wall hanging. Made of tyvek, a super-resistant/water 
proof paper material, until Dawn also comes with Velcro-closure 
loops and holes to hang from hooks or poles.

Material: Tyvek

until Dawn Curtain
Design by Studio Tord Boontje
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until Dawn Curtain
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until Dawn Curtain

H 42 in / 107 cm
W 96 in / 244 cm

F8600WWtY0
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Wonderland
new

Wonderland candle holders conjure a surreal Alice in  
Wonderland world of escape. Fashioned from a deft balancing  
act of figurines that support a candle holder atop the stack,  
Wonderland is constructed using pieces individually cast  
from ornaments found by designer stephen Johnson from  
antique markets in his native england. Wonderland illustrates  
how design can fulfill emotional needs like fantasy, nostalgia,  
and humor. the collection features 5 styles: Rabbit, Bird,  
lady, Branch and Horse in Wonderland. All 5 styles are available 
in Matte White, Fluorescent Red, Fluoresent Yellow, silver and 
Black.

Material: Recycled aluminum

Wonderland
Design by Stephen Johnson
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Wonderland
new
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RABBit 
H 10.25 in / 26 cm

F4028WHst1

BiRD 
H 8.5 in / 21.5 cm

F4029WHst1

lADY 
H 12in / 11.5 cm

F4030WHst1

BRAnCH 
H 10.5 in / 27 cm

F4034WHst0

HoRse 
H 11 in / 28 cm

F4033WHst0

new new

newnew

new

2013–14 ACCessoRies

Wonderland
new
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Wonderland
new
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thinking of You

Finely crafted metal vase-covers used to embellish recycled 
glass jars and containers. Packaged flat, they are easily 
transformed into lovely sculptural objects.

Material: Silver Plated Steel

thinking of You
Design by Studio Tord Boontje

2013–14 ACCessoRies

thinking of You
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thinking of You
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thinking of You

HeRe 
Ø 4 in / 10 cm
H 8 in / 20 cm

F5018slst0
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Bright times

Bright times are pop-out votive candle holders that emerge from 
lively patterned metal disks with a pull of a finger. Watch Bright 
times shred candle light into elaborate shadows. Fully expanded, 
Bright times can also be used as storage container. Available  
in 3 colors: silver satin, deep gold, and multi-color.

Material: Silver Plated Steel

Bright times
Design by Studio Tord Boontje
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Bright times
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Bright times
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Bright times

Ø 6.75 in / 17 cm
H 2.5 in / 6 .5 cm

F4031slPl0
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Charming

long time collaborator tord Boontje has created for Artecnica 
an iconic nature inspired jewelry collection of 18k gold and silver 
plated metal. this delightful collection embraces the delicate 
nature of fine jewelry in a playful manner, representing lovable 
creatures and whimsical flowers.

these charms are integrated with a large hook, this functionality 
paired with their alluring aesthetic makes Charming very versatile. 
these charms are sold in packs of three and are designed to be 
customizable allowing you to bundle a set on a chain or  
individually wear them.

Material: Silver/Gold Plated Steel

Charming
Design by Studio Tord Boontje
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Charming
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Charming
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Charming

PACKAGe 1,
silVeR

F8801GlPl1

PACKAGe 5,
silVeR

F8805slPl1

PACKAGe 2,
GolD & silVeR

F8802GlPl1
F8802slPl1

PACKAGe 6,
GolD & silVeR

F8806GlPl0
F8806slPl0

PACKAGe 3,
GolD

F8803GlPl1

PACKAGe 7,
GolD & silVeR

F8807GlPl0
F8807slPl0

PACKAGe 4,
GolD

F8804GlPl1

PACKAGe 8,
GolD & silVeR

F8808GlPl0
F8808slPl0
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Kaktus stool

enrico Bressan, co-founder of Artecnica and an architect by 
trade, has created a sturdy, lightweight aluminum stool for  
both indoor and outdoor use. taking inspiration from the fibrous  
skeleton of the staghorn Cholla cactus, the Kaktus stool  
is disarmingly delicate, yet capable of supporting great weight.
Kaktus doubles as a stool or a large basket when turn upside 
down. Available as a standard in natural aluminum finish as well 
as 5 exciting custom colors (white, black, cobalt blue, yellow  
and pink).

Material: Recycled aluminum

Kaktus stool
Design by Enrico Bressan
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Kaktus stool
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Kaktus stool

silVeR &
 CustoM ColoR
Ø 17.5 in / 44.5 cm 
H 18 in / 45.5 cm

F4004ClAl0
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Cork Case
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Cork Case

this sustainable cork case is lined with recycled billboard. 
Crafted from 100% recycled billboards & sustainable cork, 
this die cut case is inspired by the simplicity of traditional 
envelopes. the case size can fit easily into a small clutch or 
bag.

impressed by Artecnica’s pioneering Design W/Conscience  
program, Media Arts lab (MAl) part of tBWA Advertising 
Agency, requested Artecnica to recycle their large format 
billboards. A portion of all proceeds from this product  
goes to charity.

Material: Recycled billboards inside, Cork outside

Cork Case
Design by Studio Artecnica
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Cork Cases

MeDiuM CoRKCAse 
W 9 in / 23 cm 

H 5 in / 12.5 cm

F3002MCBB0
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Bloom Cards

A whimsical series of pop-up cards that unfold into lovely  
floral messages to use at different occasions , BlooM lines® 
can be used as a greeting card, post card, gift tag, ornamental 
sticker, room décor, bookmark, or simply a gesture of love.

Material: Paper

Bloom Cards
Design by Clara von Zweigbergk
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Bloom Cards

BlAnK 4
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9181oBMP0

i loVe You
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9123RRGP0

ConGRAtulAtions 3
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9172PGMP0

tHAnK You 5
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9187RDMP0

Hi 5
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9176WHMP0

WHite
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9178WHMP0

HAPPY BiRtHDAY 8
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9148YsMP0

HAPPY BiRtHDAY 9
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9145PGMP0
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Bloom Cards

HAPPY BiRtHDAY 12
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9179PCMP0

HAPPY BiRtHDAY 14
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9186PKMP0

HAPPY BiRtHDAY 10
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9169oGMP0

tHinKinG oF You 2
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9168BPMP0

HAPPY BiRtHDAY 11
Ø 5.5 in / 14 cm

F9171BBMP0

DisPlAY CAse
  W 10 in / 25.4 cm

H 12 in / 30 cm
  D 3.5 in / 9 cm

F9113ACMR0
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enRiCo BRessAn
Principal

A native of italy and an 
architect by trade, Bressan, 
he has spent many years 
as a computer electronic 
design engineer. in 1986  
he co-founded Artecnica 
with tahmineh Javanbakht. 
the focus of the business  
was architectural and 
interior design services 
for clients including Gianni 
Versace and sebastian 
international. Bressan’s 
award-winning architectural 
work has recently extended 
to developing sustainable 
product design and archi-
tectural programs with  
foundations and design 
schools in the Dominican 
Republic, Brazil and  
California

tAHMineH JAVAnBAKHt
Creative Director 

An iranian-born artist, 
American educated  
Javanbakht has produced 
many commissioned  
paintings. she is a graduate 
of the Art Center College 
of Design in Pasadena, 
California, where she has 
also taught experimental 
painting. Her designs have 
sold at specialty design and 
museum stores around the 
world. While collaborating  
with enrico Bressan on 
several freelance projects, 
Artecnica was born.  
Javanbakht works and  
lives in los Angeles.
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Contributors

enrico Bressan
tahmineh Javanbakht
studio tord Boontje
Paula Arntzen
Clara von Zweigbergk
Amanda Betz
Rich Brilliant Willing
emma Woffenden
Hella Jongerius
stephen Johnson
estudio Campana
Karl Zahn
Hlynur Atlason
Julie Richoz/eCAl
Alex lin
Yusuke oono

ContRiButoRs

toRD BoontJe
Designer

throughout his work, tord 
Boontje explores juxtaposi-
tions of the old and new, 
naturalism and technology. 
Born in the netherlands in 
1968, he studied industrial 
design at the eindhoven 
Design Academy before en-
rolling at the Royal College 
of Art in london. the launch 
of tord’s Wednesday Collec-
tion marks an evolution in  
tord’s work. 

tord Boontje is also Head  
of the Product Design Dept. 
at the Royal College of  
Arts in london where he  
teaches graduate courses.

PAulA ARntZen
Designer

Dutch artist Paula Arntzen, 
born in 1980, is currently 
working in Arnhem where 
she has her own design 
studio. Arntzen studied tra-
ditional furniture making at 
HMC in Amsterdam before 
she studied Product Design 
at ArteZ Academy of the 
Arts in Arnhem.
 
Paula Arntzen’s designs 
represent a combination 
of lightness, colour and 
monumental  shaping. Her 
designs find their origin in a 
fascination for grand forms 
and qualities of a material. 
After constant study and 
observation she managed 
to obtain a deep knowledge 
and understanding of the 
material and its unique 
characteristics. this is a 
procedure through which 
the designer decides not 
only on the form and shape 
but also the elements that 
will determine and lead 
to a multi-function object 
creation. A creation that will 
serve both a decorative and 
a functional item that can 
be used in a space or event.

ClARA Von ZWeiGBeRGK
Designer

Born in stockholm 1970, 
von Zweigbergk studied  
illustration and graphic  
design in sweden, France 
and usA. she culminated 
her studies at the Art  
Center College of Design. 
in 1997 she founded  
Rivieran Design studio,  
with two partners,  
as a multi-disciplinary 
agency spawning many suc-
cessful collaborations with 
fashion, illustration, archi-
tecture, furniture, product 
and graphic design. 

Zweigbergk quickly gained 
the eye of the press for 
its unique structure and 
interior space. she has 
designed and illustrated 
several books, among the  
“A Collection of tickets”  
by Carouschka which has  
become a cult item in  
Japan. After four years as  
a graphic designer at lis-
soni Associati in Milano, 
with clients such as Boffi, 
Porro and Alessi, she has 
now re-started her studio  
in stockholm.
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HellA JonGeRius
Designer

Dutch designer Hella 
Jongerius (born 1963) 
combines craft techniques 
with modern technology to 
create objects that are strik-
ingly new and provocative. 
Jongerius’ range is diverse 
and broadly derived. Her 
designs typically employ a 
mélange of media such as 
ceramics, steel, plastic, felt, 
and precious metals. the 
resulting designs emphasize 
simple forms, rich textures, 
and materials that often 
retain traces of their origin 
and purpose.

Jongerius works in Rot-
terdam where she heads 
her own design company, 
Jongeriuslab. Her designs 
have been manufactured 
and sold by Vitra, Cappellini,  
and iKeA to name a few. 
Jongerius’ designs are also 
in the permanent collections 
of several leading museums 
including the Museum of 
Modern Art, new York and 
san Francisco MoMA. the 
first survey of Jongerius 
work was published by 
Phaidon in 2003.

eMMA WoFFenDen
Designer

emma Woffenden works  
as an artist producing  
sculpture and installations. 
she has a special interest  
in glass making and has  
curated exhibitions, lectured 
and acted as an educational 
examiner in this area.  
emma is represented by 
Barrett Marsden gallery 
london. she earned an 
MA in ceramics and glass 
at Royal College of Art. 
london.

Awards: 2002 Arts Coun-
cil of england grant, 1999 
research funding from  
the london institute. 1998 
Arts Council of england 
combined arts grant, 1997 
the Arts Foundation Glass  
Fellowship. 1994 Crafts 
Council setting up grant, 
1984 Crafts Council ad-
vanced training grant. 
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RiCH BRilliAnt WillinG
Designer

Founded in 2007, Rich Bril-
liant Willing is an interna-
tionally recognized, Man-
hattan-based design studio. 
theo Richardson, Charles 
Brill & Alex Williams are 
Rich Brilliant Willing. each 
member has a different 
point of view; one explicitly 
loves materiality, another 
has an unconventional color 
palette and eye for sculp-
tural form, the third is an in-
ventor bringing spontaneity 
and theatrical energy to the 
work. Rich Brilliant Willing 
was named among the “top 
40” designers by i.D. maga-
zine in January 2009, and 
named an “Avant Guardian” 
by surface magazine in no-
vember of the same year.

AMAnDA BetZ
Designer

Danish designer Amanda 
Betz has just recently made 
her debut in the interna-
tional world of design.
Amanda graduated from 
the Royal Danish Academy 
of Art and Architecture 
in 2005, where she was 
awarded the acclaimed 
VolA-prize for her final 
project. 

since her first days in grad 
school, Amanda has been 
working in her own field 
between art, design and 
architecture. Amanda Betz 
has exhibited in a selection 
of Galleries and Museums; 
recently as a part of the 
exhibition lake of Fire at 
Den Frie Centre of Contem-
porary Art, in Copenhagen.

Amanda’s design collages 
opposite ideas to create 
new understandings of 
what things are; it explores 
beauty and asks questions. 
Amanda’s latest design is 
‘sHAYK’, a weaved lamp 
shade made for Artecnica.

stePHen JoHnson
Designer

stephen Johnson explores 
less obvious facets of 
design. His work centers 
largely on how design can 
exist for the cognitive, as 
well as our more commonly 
perceived physical needs. 
through a love of ornamen-
tation and kitsch he consid-
ers design as fulfilling emo-
tional needs like humour 
and nostalgia. Johnson lives 
and works in london.

estuDio CAMPAnA
Designer

since 1983, Fernando 
and Humberto Campana 
have achieved worldwide 
recognition through their 
work in design. ordinary 
materials are transformed 
and reinvented into price-
less objects that carry both 
creativity and the spirit of 
Brazil – a combination of 
chaos and solution. the 
Campana Brothers are 
constantly investigating 
new design possibilities. 
the exchange of informa-
tion creates bridges and 
dialogue between communi-
ties factories, and industries 
which is a constant source 
of inspiration. estudio Cam-
pana designs are part of the 
permanent collections of 
MoMA new York, the Centre 
Georges Pompidou in 
Paris, and the Vitra Design 
Museum in Weil am Rhein, 
Germany. 
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KARl ZAHn
Designer

Karl Zahn studied industrial 
Design at the Rhode island 
school of Design with an 
emphasis on manufacturing 
and fabrication. studying in 
Denmark in 2002 supported 
his love of handcraft and 
his style bears a danish 
modern sensibility. His work 
deals with materiality and 
explores the practical and 
emotional relationship we 
have with products in this 
increasingly complicated 
world driven by technology 
and fraught with environ-
mental guilt. 

HlYnuR AtlAson
Designer

Hlynur Vagn Atlason was 
born in Reykjavik, iceland 
in 1974. He lived in Copen-
hagen and Paris before 
graduating from Parsons 
school of Design, new York 
City 2001. Atlason studio 
was formed in 2003, in 
Manhattan.

Atlason makes work that 
explores the balance of 
function and emotion – 
and how to create a fresh 
perspective or an improved 
experience of familiar items. 
“From everyday products 
to cherished possessions, 
when great design works 
well, it makes us feel differ-
ent; safer, inspired, assured, 
it invites us to question the 
purpose and influence of 
the objects that shape our 
lives.“

Julie RiCHoZ
Designer

taking inspiration from her 
observations on systems 
or materials which fasci-
nates her, Julie Richoz re-
appropriates their essence 
in order to create objects 
which exhibit a playful and 
ingenious simplicity.
Julie Richoz studied indus-
trial Design at eCAl/ uni-
versity of Arts and Design 
lausanne. 

in 2012, she won the Grand 
Prix du Jury at the com-
petition Design Parade 
7 organized by the Villa 
noailles in Hyères. thus, 
the Galerie Kreo offered 
her a grant to realize a 
free project. Currently she 
works as a designer in 
residency at sèvres Cité de 
la céramique, where she 
discovers the know-how of 
the company and works on 
different objects in porce-
lain. At the same time, she 
collaborates with CiRVA 
/ international Center for 
Research on glass and arts, 
where she realizes a vase 
together with the artisans.

AleX lin
Designer

studio lin is the graphic 
design practice of Alex lin. 
Before opening studio lin, 
Alex lin laid the foundation 
for his own design practice 
by collaborating with some 
of the field’s greatest minds. 
After receiving an MFA in 
graphic design from Yale 
university, Alex spent six 
years at the design firm 2x4.

in 2005 Alex was named an 
Art Director’s Club Young 
Gun, in 2006 he was in 
steP magazine’s field guide 
for emerging designers, and 
in 2009 he was honored as 
an Avant Guardian by sur-
face Magazine. in 2007 his 
Mies face artwork created 
at 2x4 became part of the 
permanent collection at the 
Museum of Modern Art.
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YusuKe oono
Designer

Yusuke oono is an archi-
tect/designer/engineer 
based in tokyo, born in 
Germany. He has worked 
on various projects includ-
ing designing for landscape, 
interior, furniture, product, 
graphic and exhibition 
planning. Yusuke is keen to 
find new ways to express 
dimension, utilizing 3D mod-
eling technology and digital 
fabrication method such as 
laser-cutter and 3d scanner/
printer. He is keen to seek 
for new value of design.
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special thanks to  
our wonderful team  
and collaborators
Anna Kim
Amer sabian
Xin(ellie) Wen
Brian Dicke
Kiki
John and Geri Cusenza
Gere Kavanaugh 
liz Young
ian and Cuca Gonzalez 
Maria teresa leal
Rick Barrios
sarah Cook
Jessica lau
Rita and David Chung
tian Mai
sue elmer
Gurpreet talwar
Richard Fong
Marilena Carlos
John engelen
Chris Rasmussen
Karen Cheung
Bita tebyani
Mary te
tran lau
John Wong
Yoshinari Kawamoto
Kawashima
Philip Weiwei
Raymond Ho
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